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Abstract  

We investigate the accuracy and reliability of temperature mapping using scanning thermal 

microscopy (SThM) in contact and PeakForce tapping mode on the example of a GaN-on-SiC 

high electron mobility transistor (HEMT). HEMT steady-state and transient surface temperatures 

are extracted from SThM measurements to study the method’s accuracy and transient thermal 
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response of the SThM probe; the results are verified by 3D finite element thermal simulation 

calibrated by Raman thermography. A reliable pixel-by-pixel calibration method to convert the 

measured electromotive force into surface temperature was developed. Discrete point 

measurements show good agreement (±3°C) with the simulation in both contact and PeakForce 

tapping modes proving the feasibility of the SThM for accurate device thermography at the 

nanoscale. However, the measured temperature in calibrated 2D temperature maps deviates by as 

much as ~15–44% from the simulation, suggesting the SThM probe did not reach the 

temperature steady state due to limitations in pixel dwell time during the recording of the 2D 

map.   

 

 

Abbreviations 

AFM, atomic force microscopy; SThM, scanning thermal microscopy; FE, finite elements; 

HEMT, high electron mobility transistor; IR, infrared; PF, PeakForce; TC, thermocouple; FIB, 

focused-ion beam; EMF, electromotive force; N.A., numerical aperture; WG, gate width; LG, gate 

length; VDS, drain-source voltage; VGS, gate-source voltage; Ea, activation energy; Ac, tip-to-

sample contact area; Fc, tip-to-sample contact force; Rth, thermal resistance; Rts, tip-to-sample 

thermal resistance; Tch, maximum channel temperature; ΔTch, maximum channel temperature 

rise; TRaman, Raman temperature; Ta, ambient temperature; τ, time constant; R2, goodness-of-fit. 
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Introduction 

Self-heating of electronic devices is one of the major culprits leading to reduced device 

performance and potentially severe material degradation, accelerated by high operating 

temperature, preceding their failure. Comprehensive reliability testing[1–3] is always carried out 

prior to commercial release of a particular technology to identify weak spots and optimal device 

operating conditions. For accurate extraction of activation energy (Ea) of a degradation 

mechanism observed in reliability testing and subsequent device lifetime projections, it is critical 

to know the true maximum operating channel temperature (Tch) of these devices. In recent years, 

extensive reliability studies have been carried out on wide band gap semiconductor materials 

devices, which have attracted much attention due to their advantageous material properties, 

bringing benefits beyond established material systems, e.g. silicon and GaAs. III-N based 

electronics is now a mature technology for high power, high frequency, and environmentally 

challenging applications such as power conversion, transportation, military, aviation, and space. 

GaN-based III-N high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) grown on SiC substrates benefit 

from a reasonable thermal conductivity (160 W/mK for GaN, 450 W/mK for SiC at 300K)[4,5]. 

Despite this, at high dissipated power densities (typ. ~4W/mm) Joule heating localized at the 

peak electric field location causes a hot-spot to form, typically at the drain side of the gate 

contact[6,7]. The size of the hot-spot and related temperature gradients in the surrounding 

material depend strongly on the used semiconductor materials, device design, and on-state 

operating conditions. Commonly, GaN HEMT device designs utilize field plates to extend the 

electric field away from the gate, decreasing the peak electric field, which also helps to partially 
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mitigate excessive channel temperatures. Typically, most of the Joule heating produced in GaN 

HEMTs is confined in a layer several tens of nm thick and up to several hundreds of nm long[6].  

Existing thermography techniques can severely underestimate the channel temperature, Tch, in 

GaN HEMTs and similar devices because of their limited spatial resolution. For example, 

infrared (IR) thermographic imaging is commonly used but the spatial resolution is 

fundamentally limited by the wavelength of the detected IR emission (several m), and the IR 

transparency of many semiconductor materials, which can lead up to 2× underestimation of the 

ΔTch in GaN HEMTs.[8] Other frequently used techniques are: Gate resistance thermometry[9–

11], making use of the temperature dependence of the gate metal probing the average 

temperature across the whole gate finger; thermoreflectance imaging[12,13] requiring a complex 

calibration of the thermoreflectance coefficient for each measured location which can result in 

accuracies, especially when small features such as gate contacts are probed; Raman 

thermography[14–16] infers measured temperature from the calibrated temperature-dependent 

phonon mode shift. This latter method is especially suitable for probing temperature in GaN 

HEMTs and is considered almost an industrial standard among thermography techniques owing 

to sub-m, resolution and ability to probe device temperature close to the peak temperature 

location. However, even Raman thermography relies on thermal simulation to extrapolate from 

the measured to the peak channel temperature, typically the difference being 15-40%[8,17–19]. 

Experimentally calibrated physics-based finite elements (FE) computer simulations are used for 

this purpose[14,20].  Such calibrated thermal simulation then allows to reliably predict 

temperature in other parts of the HEMT, e.g. on top of the gate contact[21]. 
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Unfortunately, probing the peak channel temperature directly is experimentally challenging, 

requiring a higher spatial resolution than the methods mentioned before. Scanning thermal 

microscopy (SThM), an atomic force microscopy (AFM)-derived thermography technique, has 

gained significant attention. High spatial resolution (~10-50 nm) temperature maps of various 

structures were demonstrated[22–31], which is promising for device thermography. SThM relies 

on surface temperature probing via local nano-scale heat transport between the sample and the 

sensing element which can typically be a resistor (either actively heated, or in passive 

mode)[24,27–30,32] or passive nanosized thin film thermocouple[22,23,25,31] as we used in this 

study, manufactured typically on the apex of the AFM tip. Such probe is held in mechanical 

contact with the sample, scanned across its surface; both topography and thermal signal, i.e. 

variations in heating current in case of an active probe or thermal voltage (referred to as 

electromotive force, EMF) in case of a passive probe is recorded and visualized. SThM 

measurement was previously demonstrated in contact[25,27,29,31] and tapping mode[26,33], 

however, PeakForce (PF) tapping is now standard for many other scanning probe microscopy 

modes. PeakForce tapping combines benefits of contact and tapping mode AFM by allowing for 

direct force control while avoiding the effect of lateral forces. Unlike tapping mode AFM, PF 

tapping cantilever oscillations are carried out well below (typically 1-10kHz) cantilever 

resonance frequency removing constraints of mechanically resonating system. This way, the 

AFM imaging is insensitive to the Q-factor of the cantilever and cantilever tuning/re-tuning due 

to the temperature or environmental changes is no longer necessary. Further, unlike in force 

volume technique, z-position is modulated by sinusoidal signal instead of triangular and thus 

eliminating resonances at turnaround points[34,35].   
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In this study, we developed a universal SThM calibration routine for reliable device temperature 

measurements, which aims to mitigate some of the typical uncertainty sources, and cross-

validated it by Raman thermography as industrially established device thermography technique. 

We tested the pixel-by-pixel temperature calibration of SThM in contact mode and extended it to 

PF tapping mode. This allowed us to acquire quantitative surface temperature measurements of 

the on-state GaN HEMT in both SThM modes in the form of either 2D temperature maps or 

discrete points. 

To explain observed 15-44% temperature discrepancies found for calibrated 2D temperature 

maps, we study the thermal dynamics of the SThM probe and assess its practical implications for 

temperature measurements by means of transient SThM and transient thermal simulation.  

 

Measurement uncertainty in scanning thermal microscopy  

The SThM concept although very elegant in design, may suffer from measurement uncertainties. 

Typical sources of SThM measurement uncertainty are: 1) Tip-to-sample contact area (Ac) 

variation that results from roughness of the sample surface (larger Ac in pits, smaller on top of 

hills) and corners of device features manifesting as artefacts showing higher/lower temperature 

deviating from reality. 2) Tip-to-sample contact force (Fc) variations represented by the chosen 

setpoint of the SThM measurement, related to the magnitude of force exerted by the tip on the 

sample surface and maintained by the tip height controlling feedback. As opposed to tapping and 

PeakForce tapping mode, contact mode SThM benefits from higher Fc and thus improved heat 

transport. However, the higher the Fc, the faster the SThM tip deformation and wear is, 

consequently increasing Ac during the measurement. From this point of view, PeakForce tapping 

mode allowing for Fc as low as few pN[34,35], as compared to tapping mode (~1 nN[35]) and 
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contact mode (10s-100s nN[36]), offers the best performance, also documented by enhanced tip 

control enabling atomic resolution in AFM scanning[34]. 3) Parasitic heat transport 

mechanisms. Heat conduction via the point of contact between the probe and the sample is 

expected to be the dominant heat transport mechanism in SThM. However, when scanning in 

ambient air and pressure, presence of water meniscus surrounding the tip at the point of contact 

not only hinders the lateral resolution, but also enables additional heat convection to the 

tip[37,38]. This effect is temperature dependent; it is reduced at temperatures close to water 

boiling temperature, and can be further reduced or completely mitigated by introducing of dry 

inert atmosphere (N, Ar) or vacuum, respectively. In some cases, heat conduction through the 

surrounding air can affect the temperature readings: Heat conduction through the air volume 

surrounding the probe vs through the nanoscale thermal contact may cause a parasitic heat 

transport. Suitable probe designs and measurement at moderate temperatures help mitigate this 

issue, while measurement in vacuum removes this problem completely [38]. Radiative heat 

transport is usually of little concern when moderate temperature (<200 °C) samples are probed 

[38], however can severely degrade the lateral resolution at higher temperatures when other parts 

of the probe and cantilever can absorb significant amount of heat. 4) Material-related phonon 

mismatch variations[39–41] at the point of tip-to-sample contact affecting the heat conduction. 

All these constitute a varying, measurement-location-specific, tip-to-sample thermal resistance 

(Rts), impacting the ability to accurately measure temperature using SThM. Any reliable SThM 

temperature calibration methodology must be able to account for varying Rts to prevent 

erroneous readings and widely observed temperature artefacts. A very important, yet typically 

less discussed factor influencing SThM measurements is 5) transient heat flow between sample 

and the tip, since reliable temperature readings require the sensing element, in our case a 
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nanoscale thermocouple (TC), to reach the steady state before the temperature is recorded. The 

time scale for the TC junction to reach the temperature steady state is significantly affected by Rts 

and other thermal resistance (Rth) contributions presented by the rest of the SThM probe and 

cantilever. Understanding of transient thermal behavior of the SThM probe (TC junction) is 

essential for reliable acquisition of high-resolution 2D temperature maps since the TC junction is 

required to reach the steady state at every measurement location/pixel, otherwise measured 

temperature will be under/overestimated depending on positive/negative temperature difference 

between consecutively measured pixels. 

 

Experimental and simulation details 

A Bruker Dimension Edge atomic force microscope (AFM) platform and scanning thermal 

microscope setup manufactured by AppNano equipped were used, consisting of VertiSense 

control and signal processing add-ons, and customized VTP-200 thermal probes. All 

measurements were carried out in ambient atmosphere; a protective enclosure was used for noise 

isolation and to avoid environmental temperature perturbations. VTP-200 is a passive SThM 

probe, which has a nano-sized, thin metal film thermocouple manufactured on the top of a 

hollow SiO2 pyramid, located at the end of 200m long and 50m wide Si cantilever. Typical 

spatial and temperature resolution is ~50nm and ~0.04°C, respectively, with operating 

temperatures as high as ~700°C [23,42]. Details of the probe manufacturing process and probe 

capabilities can be found elsewhere[23,43]. Typically, the scanning metallic nanowire tip of the 

SThM probe connected to nano-sized TC junction protrudes up to several hundreds of 

nanometers above the SiO2 pyramid apex. Here we used customized probes where the length of 
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scanning metallic nanowire protrusion was in range of few micrometers. This was achieved by 

precise focused ion beam (FIB) milling of the probe tip enabling to study high aspect ratio 

surface features of GaN HEMT without compromising the spatial resolution in trenches. Due to 

the prolonged scanning needed to acquire 2D temperature maps with corresponding calibration 

data, some degree of tip wear cannot be ruled out and we estimate the tip radius/tip contact area 

was ~50-100nm. Schematic cross-section of the used probe is shown in Fig. 1. The devices 

studied were passivated two finger unpackaged (on wafer) GaN/SiC HEMTs (WG = 50m, 

LG=0.25m), which were operated at dissipated power densities in the range of 2 – 12W/mm. 

Only one half of the device, i.e. one gate finger was operated. We note dissipated power density 

in W/mm is used, which corresponds to the power in W divided by the total HEMT periphery 

(number of gate fingers times gate width WG) in mm. Measured temperature-dependent 

electromotive force (thermal voltage) was amplified and fed to the input port of I/O bus of the 

AFM. NanoDrive software was used to route the EMF signals within the instrument and enabled 

data acquisition and visualization. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of the customized VTP-200 passive SThM probe (not to 

scale). Protrusion of the scanning nanorod was on order of a few µm to achieve sufficient spatial 

resolution in trenches of HEMT access regions. The thermocouple, TC, junction is formed at the 

point of contact between two different metal layers. 
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SThM measurements were performed in contact and PeakForce tapping modes. The main 

difference between the two modes is that when scanning in contact mode, the probe is in 

continuous contact with the sample surface, i.e. tip-to-sample distance is set exclusively in the 

range of short-range repulsive inter-atomic forces (see Fig. S1). In contrast, in PeakForce tapping 

mode, the tip-to-sample force working window spreads out towards the range of attractive inter-

atomic forces, while aiming to maintain a slightly repulsive force mode at the point of contact 

with the sample (see Fig. S1). Here, the probe is in an intermittent contact with the sample during 

scanning, alleviating tip wear and eliminating lateral tip forces. The most important difference 

between the traditional tapping and PeakForce taping mode is that while the former requires the 

cantilever to operate at its mechanical resonance (typ. 10s – 100s kHz) and does not allow for 

direct tip-to-sample force control, the latter operates at tapping frequencies well below cantilever 

resonance and allows for force to be controlled via peak force settings, allowing to reach pN 

scale.  

Fig. 2 shows the measured transient cantilever deflection corresponding to the transient force 

signals for various setpoint values (0.5 – 3V) in PeakForce tapping mode at 2kHz piezo 

oscillation frequency; the inset shows approximate contact times as a function of PF amplitude 

(probe travel distance during each tapping cycle) derived from transient PF signals. Tip-to-

sample approach and withdraw is carried out at every pixel measured and probe vertical 

movement is described by the sine function reaching minimum for corresponding peak contact 

force. Typically, PeakForce tapping uses ScanAsyst[34] – an automated feedback PID gains and 

PF setpoint adjustment. While this can greatly improve topography scans, the setpoint is directly 

related to the maximum force exerted on the sample surface by the probe and thus the 

mechanical contact. If this varies, Rts varies too, affecting the time required for SThM probe to 
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reach the steady state which can in turn significantly affect the measured EMF. While the 

setpoint-induced EMF variation in contact mode SThM can be negligibly small (~2% in setpoint 

range 0 – 3V), errors as high as ~25% of measured EMF may be introduced in PeakForce 

tapping mode if not carefully chosen (See Fig. S2). Therefore, automatic setpoint adjustment was 

switched off in all our PeakForce tapping SThM measurements and a constant value 3V was 

chosen as an optimal trade-off between good mechanical contact and SThM tip wear. Tip-to-

sample contact time in range of ~170 – 310s per one approach/withdraw cycle were chosen. We 

note, the contact force varies by design during PF approach/withdraw cycle and is not 

represented by the single peak contact force value. 

 

Figure 2. Experimental transient cantilever deflection/force signals as a function of PF setpoint. 

A, B, C, D, and E, respectively, designate start of the approach, jump into contact, peak contact 

force, contact adhesion at the start of withdraw, and complete probe withdraw. Tip is considered 

to be in contact with the sample between points B and D. Inset shows approximate times probe is 
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in contact with the sample surface as a function of PF setpoint and PF amplitude. Trend lines 

serve as a guide to the eye.  

 

To quantify the accuracy and limitations of SThM, first, a steady-state 3D thermal FE computer 

model representing the GaN/SiC HEMT was created according to its physical dimensions and 

used materials and experimentally verified using Raman thermography. After this, a SThM 

measurement was used to acquire device on-state 2D EMF maps and EMF signals for several 

discrete points along the passivated gate contact, and corresponding temperatures and 

temperature maps were calculated using pixel-by-pixel calibration method and cross-compared 

with the thermal model of the GaN/SiC HEMT from the previous step. Subsequently, the thermal 

time constant of the SThM probe used was experimentally determined by transient SThM 

measurements while the device was operated in pulsed mode; this was used to validate the 

transient thermal simulation of the SThM probe. Next, another transient thermal simulation was 

performed, combining the verified steady-state thermal model of the GaN/SiC HEMT and the 

verified transient thermal simulation of the SThM probe. Transient heating of the probe was 

simulated for several consecutive probe displacements, i.e. pixels, along the HEMT gate contact 

for various pixel times. This is illustrated in the chart S1 in supplementary material. 
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Results  

1. GaN/SiC HEMT steady-state thermal model verification 

For the steady-state 3D thermal FE model representing the GaN/SiC HEMT, half of the device 

was simulated owing to its symmetry; temperature-dependent thermal conductivities () of each 

material used in the simulation are given in Table S1 in the supplementary material. We note, 

where appropriate, used reported values of temperature-dependent thermal conductivities of thin 

layers are much lower than for bulk materials accounting for the size effects. The finite size of 

the heat source in the GaN layer (0.5µm) and the thickness of the GaN layer (2µm) is much 

larger than the phonon mean free path (MFP) in GaN (~100nm)[44]. Therefore, in this case 

reduction of the effective local thermal conductivity of GaN is not expected. However, this effect 

should be considered in the nanoscale device modelling, where hot spot is smaller than phonon 

MFP.  

This model was validated using Raman thermography measuring a device in the on-state, using a 

Renishaw InVia confocal Raman spectrometer with 532nm laser excitation source, 50× 0.5 N.A. 

objective lens (laser spot size ≈0.5µm), and thermoelectric microscope chuck for maintaining a 

constant ambient temperature (Ta=25°C), using the A1(LO) GaN phonon mode for temperature 

measurements. During the temperature measurement, the transistor was operated at dissipated 

power density (Pdiss) of 2–12W/mm with applied constant source drain voltage of VDS=10V. 

Raman temperatures (TRaman) were recorded 0.5m away from the drain edge of the T-shape gate 

contact in the center of the device, where the temperature is the highest, as well as 300m away 

from this location. The latter was found equal to the set thermal chuck temperature confirming 
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good thermal contact and no temperature difference between the chip and chuck. Further 

information on this technique can be found elsewhere[14–16]. 

Fig. 3 shows experimental and simulated TRaman vs dissipated power density, and maximum 

channel temperature which was extrapolated from measurement using the simulation. 

Schematics of device cross-section demonstrating Raman probed volume is shown in Fig. S3 in 

the supplementary material. The simulated TRaman was in a good agreement with the experimental 

values, well within the instrumental uncertainty (±5°C). This verified FE model was later used to 

extract device surface temperatures at locations probed by SThM used for thermal calibration of 

the SThM probe.  

 

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated Raman temperature, TRaman vs dissipated power density, 

and maximum channel temperature, Tch, extrapolated from verified FE model of ½ of two finger 

GaN/SiC HEMT operated at ambient temperature of 25°C. Inset shows TRaman measuring 

location – drain side of the center of gate contact.  
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2. Pixel-by-pixel calibration methodology 

To improve the accuracy and mitigate some of the SThM temperature measurement 

uncertainties, we developed a pixel-by-pixel calibration methodology, which can be universally 

applied in the 2D temperature mapping, 1D line temperature profiling, and in discrete point 

temperature measurements.  

We illustrate this method on an example of 2D temperature mapping of GaN/SiC HEMT, results 

of which are presented it the next section. In that case, the calibration routine consisted of 

recording of consecutive off-state (no dissipated power density in the device channel) 2D EMF 

maps of the same device area at various ambient (backplate) temperatures (25-60°C). A vector 

holding these measured EMF values was created for each measured pixel of the acquired 2D 

map. EMF as a function of set ambient temperature was approximated by linear regression for 

each pixel and corresponding fitting parameters, i.e. intercept, slope, standard error of the 

estimate, and R2 value (goodness-of-fit) were extracted. In the next step, the on-state temperature 

map of the device was determined using corresponding on-state EMF map of the same device 

area by pixel-by-pixel calculation assuming 𝑇(𝑉) = 𝑎 × 𝐸𝑀𝐹 + 𝑏, where a and b are respective 

values of slope and intercept at each pixel determined from previously described linear 

regression of the calibration data. 

This calibration is location-specific, i.e. needs to be carried out over the area where the surface 

temperature is investigated. This results in its sensitivity to the sample drift. Therefore, 

compensation for the influence of the thermal expansion is important and closed-loop scanning is 

preferred. More information on this technique is available in the supplementary material.  

3. 2D temperature mapping using SThM 
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The topography and corresponding temperature map of the GaN/SiC HEMT are shown in Fig 4 

a) – d). As the scans were recorded in the center of the device, temperature gradients along the 

gate width direction were negligible. To improve the accuracy of 2D temperature mapping in 

contact mode, we applied the pixel-by-pixel calibration methodology described in the previous 

section to the measured 2D EMF maps of the center (11×11m) of passivated GaN/SiC HEMT 

in the on-state, operated at Pdiss=8W/mm.  Calculated standard error within 1°C and R2 values 

>0.996 for each pixel support suitability of this approach. 2D maps of these quantities are 

available in the supplementary material (Fig. S4). 

The granular texture of the source and drain metal plating (~1°C higher temperature between 

adjacent metal grains) is clearly visible in Fig 4, as is an elliptical feature (~7°C lower 

temperature) adjacent to the gate contact at the drain side in the top section (Fig. 4 b)). These 

appear to be contact area variation-related (i.e. topography-related) artefacts.  Pixel-by-pixel 

calibration method should be in theory able to eliminate topography-related artefacts by 

maintaining constant contact force and area for calibration and temperature measurement. 

Possible explanation for topography-related artefacts may be minor gradual tip wear affecting the 

contact area.    
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Figure 4. Planar a) – b) and 3D c) – d) representation of topography and corresponding 

temperature map of GaN/SiC HEMT operated at Pdiss=8W/mm. Temperature map was 

determined using pixel-by-pixel calibration of the VTP-200 SThM probe. Scan size is 11×11µm. 

D, G, and S denote drain, gate, and source contacts, respectively.   
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Figure 5. Measured topography and calibrated surface temperature rise profiles at the device 

center taken from Fig. 4 a) and b). Corresponding simulated surface temperature rise profile is 

shown for comparison. 

 

Fig. 5 depicts measured line profiles from the center of the studied GaN HEMT – topography 

and corresponding SThM surface temperature rise with respect to the ambient temperature 

Ta=25°C, taken from Fig. 4 a) and b), respectively. The simulated surface temperature rise is 

overlaid for comparison, which was extracted from steady-state thermal simulation at the same 

location. The measured temperature rise deviates significantly from the simulation on top of the 

gate contact, i.e. ~44% lower than simulated, whereas the measured temperature rise is ~15–25% 

higher on the source and drain metal. The observed discrepancy between measured vs simulated 

temperature rise indicates the SThM probe may not have reached the temperature steady state 

even for the slowest scanning settings. However, other factors may also contribute to this 

discrepancy. Since the probe in contact mode AFM is in continual motion (does not dwell at 
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each pixel) during scanning, the vertical force feedback maintaining the chosen setpoint (i.e. 

contact force) is constantly actuating inducing changes in mechanical tip-to-sample contact and 

affecting the heat flow.  

4. Discrete point temperature measurement using SThM 

To address the observed 2D SThM temperature mapping temperature discrepancy, EMF was 

measured in contact and PeakForce tapping mode along the width of the top of the passivated 

gate contact but at 6 discrete locations: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25m where 0=the gate edge and 

25=gate centre; now keeping the tip stationary during each measurement, averaging the EMF 

signal for 10s (8000 samples at ~1Sa/1ms). The device was operated in the on-state, at Pdiss=4, 6, 

and 8W/mm. Pixel-by-pixel SThM probe calibration as described previously was carried out for 

each one of these measured locations. The resulting determined surface temperatures are shown 

with the overlaid simulated steady-state surface temperature profiles in Fig. 6.  The FE model, 

contact and PeakForce tapping mode measurements now agree within ±3°C. Some discrepancies 

observed close to the edge of the gate contact are likely related to minor thermal drift 

unaccounted for and slight differences in the geometry of the modelled GaN/SiC HEMT 

compared to the real case, e.g. influence of the gate pad dimensions affecting the heat spreading 

outside of the device. Overall, this confirms that during SThM mapping the steady state is not 

reached but point measurements can achieve accurate temperature measurements. 

The good agreement of experimental SThM surface temperatures with the model shows the 

suitability of this method for (nanoscale) device thermography. Accuracy of Raman 

thermography-calibrated steady-state FE thermal model achieves typically ±5°C. SThM can 

complement Raman thermography; the accuracy of thermal models can be improved by SThM 
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providing additional temperature measurements, or probing temperature in locations or devices 

otherwise inaccessible by Raman thermography.  

 

Figure 6. Surface temperature along the passivated gate contact of on-state GaN/SiC HEMT 

operated at Pdiss=4, 6, and 8W/mm determined from measured EMF signals in contact and 

PeakForce tapping mode using pixel-by-pixel calibration overlaid on steady-state FE model data. 

Inset illustrates measured locations. Temperature error bars were calculated assuming error 

propagation formulas considering standard error of the measured EMF and errors associated with 

intercept and slope of the linear regression trend lines used to approximate the calibration data; 

largest error was about ±3°C. Position (x-axis) error bars are associated with temperature drift of 

the system and are larger in case of PeakForce tapping SThM as lateral scan linearizing signals 

were switched off in this case, to gain free data bus channel allowing measured EMF to be 

recorded. 

 

5. Temperature steady state of a SThM probe 
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For accurate high-resolution 2D temperature maps, SThM probe is required to reach the 

temperature steady state at each pixel of the scanned area. In an ideal case of a sufficiently planar 

surface and small temperature differences between adjacent pixels, tip-to-sample contact time 

per pixel in contact mode can be estimated as the time needed for the probe to travel between 

two adjacent pixels. In our case (scan size 256×256px – 512×512px, time per scanned line 2.5 – 

5s) this was approximately in range 4.9 – 20ms. For PeakForce tapping, however, this is about 

one order of magnitude shorter (~170 – 310s). In order to evaluate the time required for the 

probe to reach the steady state, a transient FE thermal model of the VTP-200 SThM probe was 

built; this was verified using a transient temperature measurement carried out on the same 

GaN/SiC HEMT as used in the Raman thermography measurement. During the measurement, 

the SThM probe was placed on the top of the passivated gate contact in the center of the device 

and transient EMF signals in contact mode were recorded. The transistor was operated at 

Pdiss=8W/mm with applied constant source drain voltage of VDS=10V, whilst the gate was pulsed 

from pinch-off to VGS=-1.9V for 240ms with 50% duty cycle allowing the device and SThM tip 

to reach the steady state at the end of each half period.  
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Figure 7. Experimental transient EMF trace of GaN/SiC HEMT measured on top of the 

passivated gate contact in the center of the device for one pulse period with corresponding gate 

voltage trace. Shown in inset (left) is detail of normalized transient thermal voltage for first 20ms 

of the cool-down half period (pinch-off) and the best fit result with the transient FE model. 

Second inset (top right) shows transient cantilever deflection trace during one pulse period.   

 

Figure 7 shows the measured transient EMF signal and corresponding gate voltage pulse, which 

is compared to the transient thermal model. This transient 3D FE thermal model comprised of a 

simplified GaN heater (6.5×1000µm) on SiC substrate (thickness of GaN and SiC were the same 

as in case of measured GaN-on-SiC HEMT). Electrical power applied to the heater was chosen 

so its maximum temperature was similar to the temperature of the previous GaN/SiC HEMT 

steady-state FE model at the corresponding location; the thermal probe FE model used 

dimensions and materials for VTP-200 supplied by the manufacturer (Si cantilever: 
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w×h×l=50µm×3.5µm×200µm; square base hollow SiO2 pyramid)[42] and determined from FIB 

cross-sectioning. Reported platinum material properties (see Table S1 in supplementary material) 

were used; a 1.5µm long protruding nanorod with 100×100nm rectangular base served as a 

scanning element of the probe. Figure 8 shows SThM probe used in transient thermal simulation, 

detail of the element representing the Rts, and the location of TC junction. Also shown is a 

schematic of the equivalent thermal circuit of the system. We note this schematic is only 

illustrative as, for simplicity, single time constant was used to approximate the transient EMF 

trace and corresponding simulated transient temperature trace. A cube element with the side of 

100nm was placed in between the heater surface and the nanorod at its end, representing Rts. 

Thermal resistance of the cube element and the volume of Pt infill inside the pyramid was varied 

to approximate the thermal mass of the probe and to match the measured EMF transient as 

closely as possible. We assumed EMF readings reflect the TC junction (point of contact of two 

metal films forming the junction) temperature; a rectangular area with side length of 100nm at 

the top end of the nanorod, where it meets the pyramid was considered TC junction in the model. 

The average transient temperature over this area was adjusted to meet the experiment. Due to 

their negligible contribution, radiative and convective heat transport were not assumed in the 

simulation.  
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Figure 8. VTP-200 SThM probe used in the transient thermal simulation to match the probe 

thermal time constant. Locations of tip-to-sample thermal resistance, Rts, and thermocouple, TC, 

junction, and corresponding illustrative equivalent thermal circuit are also shown.  

 

Best agreement with the experiment was achieved for tip-to-sample thermal resistance Rts ≈ 

0.7×108K/W, comparable to results (~1.5-2×108K/W) previously reported by Kim and 

Shi[22,45]. The extracted best-fit simulated time constant value =1.62ms is in good agreement 

with the experimental value of 1.60ms. The time constant in the millisecond range is a 

manifestation of the thermal response of the SThM setup, as the expected thermal time constants 

for the GaN HEMT itself has been reported to be one order of magnitude faster[46]. We note that 

in our simulation, the SThM cantilever was assumed thermally floating, whereas in the real case 

there is always some heat flowing out to the cantilever holder and the AFM chassis, which may 

result in some overestimation of the time constant in the simulation. The inset of Fig. 7 shows 

the cantilever deflection spikes around points where temperature changes the most, showing the 

effect of thermal expansion on the sample and the probe. This suggests the AFM feedback needs 

to actuate the probe to maintain the chosen setpoint, which may consequently temporarily change 

the contact force resulting in temporal changes in sample to tip heat flow rate affecting the 

measured EMF. 

 

For most of practical applications, reaching of a steady-state can be assumed to be reached for 

times >4× (assuming exponential growth/decay) as this corresponds to reaching >98% of the 

steady-state value. Assuming the experimentally determined SThM probe time constant, 

4×=6.4ms would be the minimum time required for the probe to spend on each pixel when 
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recording a 2D EMF map to reach the steady state and accurately record surface temperature. 

This condition may have been met for contact mode SThM measurement if the probe was not in 

perpetual motion (estimated time per pixel ~4.9 – 20ms), whereas is was not achieved for the 

PeakForce tapping mode (~170 – 310s).  

 

6. Transient thermal response of the SThM probe during scanning 

To study the transient behavior of the VTP-200 SThM probe during scanning in the case of 

investigated HEMT further, the steady-state thermal simulation of the GaN/SiC HEMT was 

extended with the verified physical model of the probe placed on top of the passivated gate 

contact (Fig. 9). The simulated HEMT steady-state temperature field corresponded to 

Pdiss=8W/mm; the average temperature in the square area representing the TC junction of the 

probe was determined. Six consecutive displacements of the SThM probe along the half length 

of the gate contact (i.e. 6 iterations of the model), positioned 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 m, i.e. 

from the gate edge to the gate centre corresponding to the measurement locations shown in 

Fig. 6., described as “pixels” in the following discussion. The simulated temperature field in the 

SThM probe at the end of each nth iteration was used as a starting temperature for each (n+1)th 

iteration. The time the SThM probe spent at each pixel’s location was varied to match estimated 

pixel times of the experimental conditions in contact mode (20, 9.8, and 4.8ms) and best-case 

scenario for PeakForce tapping mode (0.3ms). The resulting accumulated transient temperature 

traces for various contact times are presented in Fig. 10; the inset displays the result for 3rd-6th 

pixels in detail to illustrate deviations from steady-state value at the end of each iteration 

(displacement). Even for dwell times as short as 4.8ms per pixel, the simulated TC junction 

temperature eventually reaches the steady-state value (from the 5th pixel onwards). In our 
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GaN/SiC HEMT experimental scenario, this would happen after several measured pixels so the 

largest error would occur in the beginning of the scanning and would decrease gradually. 

However, interpretation of temperature traces in case of mapping of more complex temperature 

fields, e.g. presence of step temperature changes, becomes challenging. Here we considered the 

probe starting temperature was 25°C, which may differ from the real experimental case 

dependent on the position of the probe on the sample relative to the heat source prior to the start 

of scanning and can typically be higher, i.e. the steady state may be achieved even faster. This 

transient thermal model result, however, contradicts our experimental observation; 2D 

temperature mapping consistently measured lower surface temperature than predicted by steady-

state FE model for the same range of pixel dwell times considered here. We ascribe this 

difference mainly to the temperature memory effect SThM probe experiences in case of 

insufficient pixel dwell time during 2D temperature mapping. AFM feedback may also be 

contributing factor which limits the reaching of the temperature steady state of the SThM probe 

within the expected times. Feedback actuates the probe lateral and vertical movement, possibly 

affecting the tip-to-sample mechanical contact and related heat flow. The simplest solution to 

overcome this issue in 2D temperature mapping may be to program a probe control routine, 

forcing a fixed time interval the probe spends per pixel, long enough to reach the steady state 

before the EMF reading is acquired. An optimal pixel dwell time needs to be found 

experimentally. Based on our experimental results we estimate dwell times one or two orders of 

magnitude longer than the most time-efficient case of probe-stepping transient thermal 

simulation (9.8ms) may be sufficient, i.e. 0.1 – 1s per pixel. A trade-off between scan resolution 

and length of the 2D map acquisition would be required as e.g. 256×256 scan would take ~2h 
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and ~20h, while 64×64 scan only ~7min and ~70min for pixel times of 0.1 and 1s, respectively, 

including the time needed for probe to move between the adjacent pixels. 

 

 

Figure 9. Transient FE model of VTP-200 SThM probe placed on the top of the passivated gate 

contact of GaN/SiC HEMT. Probe was stepped along the half of the gate length across 6 locations 

(0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25µm) from the gate edge towards gate center. 
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Figure 10. Accumulated simulated transient temperature traces in VTP-200 SThM probe 

thermocouple, TC, junction for 6 probe displacements (6 pixels) along the passivated gate 

contact from gate edge towards gate center. Effect of various pixel times (0.3 – 20ms) is 

presented. Inset shows situation for 3rd-6th pixel in detail to illustrate deviations from steady-state 

value at the end of each iteration (displacement). 

 

Discussion 

By cross-comparison with Raman thermography results obtained on a GaN/SiC HEMT, we 

confirmed sufficient accuracy and reliability of the SThM as a valid thermography technique, 

suitable for quantitative studies of the self-heating in (nanoscale) electronic devices. 

Unprecedented spatial resolution of this technique allows for comprehensive experimental 

verification of (nanoscale) thermal simulations leading to more accurate temperature predictions 

for critical applications. By confirming the feasibility of temperature measurements in PeakForce 

tapping mode in our study, its benefits can be taken advantage of namely (i) the elimination of 

lateral tip forces for 2D temperature mapping enhancing the spatial resolution, (ii) constant force 

measurement, (iii) decreased thermal probe wear, and consequently, (iv) more predictable long-

term mechanical and thermal contact when compared to contact mode SThM. Our findings, 

however, showed the actual 2D temperature mapping produced unreliable temperature readings 

due to the insufficient range of achievable pixel dwell times. The main limitation factor here is 

the thermal time constant of the SThM probe which reflects its design. Two possible approaches 

how to address this are: (i) software implementation of low-level control of the probe movement 

during scanning, allowing for variable time setting probe spends on each pixel, (ii) manual, 
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point-by-point transient thermal measurement at discrete locations, while dwell times are chosen 

long enough to suffice the condition of the temperature steady state of the SThM probe. 

 Here, we chose the latter approach and applied our pixel-by-pixel thermal calibration for each 

measured location resulting in good agreement with temperatures predicted by the thermal 

simulation for contact and PF tapping mode SThM.  

The rather slow thermal time constant of a typical SThM probe (~1.6ms) limits transient 

temperature SThM studies to material or device thermal effects with even slower thermal time 

constants, e.g. measurement of thermal conductivity of thermal insulators or very thick layers, or 

research of some phase-change materials[47]. Assuming 4×τ for a thermal system to reach the 

steady state, ~6.4ms is required for probe to reach it. Based on that, estimated cut-off frequencies 

in case of pulsed heating experiments fall to the range of 1s-10s Hz. This is impractical for 

studying of switching electronic devices during pulsed operation as these typically operate at 

frequencies ranging from few kHz up to RF and therefore predetermines the use of SThM solely 

for the steady-state device thermography. 

 

Conclusions 

Scanning thermal microscopy offers great potential for detailed surface temperature mapping of 

electronic devices on the nanoscale, but unfortunately it also offers great room for measurement 

uncertainty and erroneous temperature determination. In this study, we addressed some of the 

major culprits in SThM responsible for inaccuracies in temperature readings. Understanding of 

transient thermal response of the SThM probe is one of the key elements for obtaining reliable 
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2D temperature mapping since the thermal probe is required to reach the temperature steady state 

at each pixel of the measured map, which is, however, not always possible to achieve in real 

experimental case. Slow SThM scanning is more favorable, which is somewhat counterintuitive 

since high speed AFM scanning is readily available nowadays. We created a 3D FE steady-state 

thermal simulation of the GaN/SiC HEMT and experimentally verified it using Raman 

thermography measurements; 3D FE transient thermal simulation of a thermal probe was 

generated including its thermal mass and tip-to-sample thermal resistance, fitted to experimental 

data. Combining these two models we were able to model probe transient heating during 

temperature mapping experiments. Resulting accumulated temperature transients demonstrated 

pixel times >5ms are sufficient for the SThM probe to reach the temperature steady state, for the 

experimental conditions considered. This was in contrast with the experimental 2D temperature 

mapping results and pixel dwell times of ~0.1-1s were suggested.  Temperature discrepancy of 

~15-44% was observed when scanning the sample, however, good agreement was achieved for 

fixed point measurements.  
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pixel calibration method for 2D temperature mapping; 2D maps showing intercept, slope, 

standard error, and R2 - results of linear fitting used in pixel-by-pixel calibration in contact mode 
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